DEKORRA INSULATED POUCHES

FREEZE PROTECTION FOR EXPOSED PLUMBING

» R13 insulation factor
» Waterproof polyethylene construction with sealed seams
» 5 year rated UV resistant materials
» Securing grommets on most models
» Use pouch with or without enclosure

Insulated Pouch 602 - 24"L × 24"H
» Freeze protection for backflow devices and top discharge wells
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosures 101, 102 and 301

Insulated Pouch 603 - 48"L × 24"H
» Freeze protection for large backflow devices
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 103, 116 and 302

Insulated Pouch 604 - 60"L × 48"H (Available in GN-Green only)
» Freeze protection for pressure tanks and well assemblies
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 104

Insulated Pouch 605 - 16"L × 15"H
» Freeze protection for anti-siphon valves
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosures 107 and 109

Insulated Pouch 606 - 24"L × 34"H
» Freeze protection for tall pressure vacuum breakers
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosures 113 and 116

Insulated Pouch 607 - 16"L × 21"H
» Freeze protection for pressure vacuum breakers
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 107

Insulated Pouch 609 - 24"L × 16"H
» Freeze protection for small backflow devices
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 109

Insulated Pouch 610 - 34"L × 24"H
» Freeze protection for backflow devices
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 110

Insulated Pouch 614 - 60"L × 60"H (Available in GN-Green only)
» Freeze protection for pressure tanks and well assemblies
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 114

Insulated Pouch 616 - 48"L × 30"H
» Freeze protection for backflow devices
» Compatible with Dekorra Rock Enclosure 116
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